Bushleaguer

L.M. Gridders Play Second Games

Theta Chi, Betas, Fijis, SAE Favored

Soccer Team Hopes High For Best Season In Years

By Ernest Markey '60

Filled the staunchest rivalry team of the 1954 season, Theta has had a few setbacks. Besides a few inexperience, the team has had some key injuries. The team has been working hard to get back on the field for the spring season.

Soccer Team Hopes High For Best Season In Years

The team has a strong defensive line with experienced players at all positions. The forwards are also skilled with a mix of experienced and new players.

Frost Booters Drop Bedford HS By 3-1 Count In Year's Opener

The predictions of the AA that elimination of Field Day would strengthen their chances of winning the championship were accurate. Bedford HS was no match for the Theta Chi booters.
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"Pretty soft!"...new Arrow Cambridge Cloth

This new Arrow University-styled shirt is a delft blue of the old and new, traditional style in soft new feather-light Arrow Cambridge Cloth... bound to be become as popular as our famous Oxford cloth... available in unlined, short-sleeved styles at.
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Drivers 16-25 Save on your 1958 Arrow

Save up to $5 on 1958 Arrow drivers! Only $149.95, $199.95, $249.95, or $299.95 for a limited time.
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